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Purpose statement 

This document explains AMD’s various innovations in the datacentre CPU market with its Zen 

microarchitecture and EPYC processors. It is intended solely to help you assess the business 

benefits of AMD in datacentre and to plan your IT projects. 

Disclaimer 

This document is to be used for informational purposes only. It meant solely to help you assess 

benefits of AMD EPYC processors for datacentre workloads. It should not be relied upon in 

making purchasing decisions.  

The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described in this 

document remains at the sole discretion of AMD. The document was based on research based 

on publicly available data about the products mentioned. 
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How It All Started 
 

Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) was founded in 1969 by engineers from Fairchild 

Semiconductor, led by Jerry Sanders. This act was inspired by Jerry Sanders’ colleagues at 

Fairchild, Robert Noyce and Gordon Moore, who founded Intel in 1968. 

Initially, these two companies worked in different product lines within the rapidly growing 

semiconductor industry. In 1981, IBM revolutionised the nascent personal computer by 

launching IBM PC 5150 based on Intel's x86 processors. However, IBM put a condition on Intel 

that it will license its patented x86 microarchitecture to a second vendor. Intel chose AMD as 

its licensee and entered into a 10-year technology exchange agreement. That agreement would 

ignite a rivalry that exists even today. 

The intervening 4 decades of AMD-Intel rivalry, spurred by Moore’s Law, has seen x86 

processors go from single core to 96 cores, from 8-bit to 64-bit, from 4.47 MHz to 4.1 GHz, 

and from 3000 nm to 5 nm process. As enterprises started to run newer workloads on x86 

CPUs, like virtualisation, AMD and Intel developed new instruction sets to supplement the core 

x86 instructions. 

However, all these progresses were not smooth sailing, particularly for AMD. As Intel used its 

“tick-tock”1 model of CPU release to move ahead of AMD and dominate both consumer and 

enterprise markets, AMD failed to keep up and almost ceded the enterprise segment. 

 

Return of AMD 
 

In 2012, AMD took a bold decision to unify its high-performance Excavator microarchitecture 

and low-power Puma microarchitecture into a single microarchitecture call Zen. Zen would 

allow enterprises and hyperscalers, increasingly concerned about datacentre energy bill, high 

performance as well as low energy footprint. 

To achieve this feat, Zen broke away from traditional monolithic die to a new “chiplet” die. This 

revolutionary design would break up the CPU into multiple smaller Core Complex Die (CCD), 

which had 4 cores connected to a shared L3 cache through a bidirectional ring bus. Several 

such chiplets are connected to one another through Infinity Fabric. 

 

 
1 Every "tick" characterised the process shrink of the previous microarchitecture and every "tock" meant a new 
microarchitecture. 
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Figure 1 AMD 1st Gen EPYC Chiplet design2 

 

 

Figure 2 AMD EPYC Microprocessor Layout3 

 

Traditionally, all CPU manufacturers focussed on increasing number of cores in a single die to 

deliver more and more performance required by various workloads. But this approach comes 

with an increasingly steep cost due increased mask layers, more complex process, etc. As 

number of cores increase, there are increased chance that one or more cores are faulty. This 

leads to reduced yield and higher CPU cost. 

 
2 Source: https://www.enterpriseai.news/2019/08/08/amd-launches-epyc-rome-first-7nm-cpu/ 

3 Source: https://hacarus.com/ai-lab/20210719-chiplet/ 
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Figure 3 Cost Benefit of Chiplet Die over Monolithic Die4 

AMD officially launched EPYC 7001 CPUs (codenamed Naples) based on 1st generation Zen 

architecture in 2017. 

AMD also released its roadmap for Zen microarchitecture and EPYC processors at the same 

time. 

 

Figure 4 AMD EPYC Roadmap5 

 

 
4 Source: https://hacarus.com/ai-lab/20210719-chiplet/ 

5 Source: https://glennsqlperformance.com/2021/11/08/amd-epyc-milan-x-server-processors/ 
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Zen 4 Microarchitecture and Genoa Processors 
 

AMD launched its 4th generation EPYC 9004 processors (codenamed Genoa) based on Zen 4 

microarchitecture in November of 2022. Genoa would scale to 96 cores and support 160 PCIe 

5.0 lanes and 12 channels of DDR5 RAM. Its CCDs will have up to 8 cores and a CPU can have 

up to 12 CCDs. 

 

 

Figure 5 4th Gen EPYC Architecture6 

With Genoa CPUs, AMD is focused on providing leadership in three critical aspects: 

performance, energy efficiency, and security. We will investigate these three aspects in this 

white paper. 

 

Performance 
 

While conventional wisdom in the industry has been to add more cores to deliver more 

performance, AMD took a different route and focussed on improving the performance per 

core. This approach helps enterprises optimise the license cost of software that are licensed 

per core. 

Consider the 16-core AMD EPYC 9174F CPU. Instead of using a single CPU die with 16 cores, 

AMD distributed those 16 cores across eight CPU dies, each with 2 cores. The thermal load 

was now distributed all the across the dies and enabled AMD to boost the CPU clock speed to 

4.1 GHz. Additionally, every die is attached to its own memory channel, which reduces memory 

latency. Overall, this delivers more performance per core. 

 
6 Source: https://hothardware.com/reviews/amd-genoa-data-center-cpu-launch 
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Intel Xeon Platinum 8362 and AMD EPYC 9374F are both 32-core CPUs. When comparing 

the per core performance in SPECrate 2017 integer benchmark, we see AMD score 815 against 

Intel’s 526. This is nearly 55% better than Intel. 

 

Figure 6 Per-core SPECrate Performance 

 

 

Figure 7 AMD's Leadership in Performance7 

 

 
7 Source: https://www.amd.com/en/processors/epyc-world-records 
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Figure 8 Performance Improvement from 3rd Gen to 4th Gen EPYC Processors8 

 

Energy Efficiency 
 

With rising energy cost in recent years, “Going Green” in datacentre has become priority for 

CFOs of enterprises and hyperscalers. And there is no better option than AMD’s 4th Gen EPYC 

processors to reduce datacentre energy utilisation, save costs, and meet sustainability goals. It 

has been designed to deliver nearly 24% more integer and 52% more floating-point 

performance per watt over the prior generation. 

To put this in perspective, 17 dual-socket servers with Intel Xeon Platinum 8380 processors 

can be replaced with just 7 dual-socket servers with AMD EPYC 9654 processors. This will 

lead to a 47% reduction in energy consumption (AMD’s 337k kWh for three years vs. Intel’s 

637k kWh for three years), while delivering equivalent performance. Overall, this will lead to 

49% reduction in TCO over three years. 

 
8 Source: https://insidehpc.com/2022/11/amd-announces-ga-of-4th-gen-epyc-processors/ 
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Figure 9 EPYC Energy Savings9 

Security 
 

Confidential Computing Consortium, a member of The Linux Foundation, defines Confidential 

Computing as: 

Confidential Computing protects data in use by performing computation in a 

hardware-based, attested Trusted Execution Environment. These secure and 

isolated environments prevent unauthorized access or modification of 

applications and data while they are in use, thereby increasing the security level 

of organizations that manage sensitive and regulated data. 

In computing, data exists in three states: in transit, at rest, and in use. Traditional encryption 

methodologies focus on data in transit and in rest. Confidential Computing adds data in use to 

the mix, using a hardware-based Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) that provides data 

integrity, data confidentiality, and code integrity. 

 
9 Source: https://hothardware.com/reviews/amd-genoa-data-center-cpu-launch 
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Figure 10 AMD Security Features10 

AMD, a member of this consortium, has implemented these principles at the silicon level 

through AMD Infinity Guard to defend against internal and external threats and safeguard data 

with virtually no performance impact. 

Key to AMD Infinity Guard to security are four proprietary security features: 

1. AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) 

2. AMD Secure Memory Encryption 

3. AMD Secure Boot 

4. AMD Secure Multi-Key Encryption (SMKE) 

5. AMD Shadow Stack 

 

 
10 Source: https://www.layerstack.com/amd 
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Figure 11 How SEV Works11 

 

SEV is a family of security features aimed at providing security to VMs. It encrypts each VM 

with a unique encryption key, which is only shared with the processor. It uses these unique 

keys to isolate guest VMs and the hypervisor from one another. There is no manual 

intervention as the keys are managed through the AMD Secure Processor.  

SEV’s protection is extended to VMs that are stopped by SEV-Encrypted State (SEV-ES). SEV-

ES encrypts all CPU register contents as soon as a VM stops running. This prevents the 

information stored in CPU registers be revealed to other components, like the hypervisor. It 

also detects malicious changes to a CPU register state. 

Building on SEV and SEV-ES is Secure Nested Paging (SEV-SNP). It encrypts VM nested page 

tables to prevent several types of malware attacks, like data replay, and memory remapping, 

and create secured, isolated execution environments for VMs. With the Genoa processors, 

AMD has enabled the 57-bit physical memory to increase the page table depth that can be 

encrypted to five levels. 

AMD Secure Memory Encryption (SME) encrypts entire RAM. This feature does not require any 

modifications to the OS or the application software. SME protects against attacks that rely on 

compromising the integrity of RAM by encrypting the data using 256-bit AES-XTS standards. 

The encryption engines are integrated with the Genoa memory controllers to ensure there is 

minimal performance impact during any memory operations. With Genoa CPUs, enterprises 

can comply with United States Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-3 

standards from Day 1. To protect further, AMD has designed the CPUs such that the 

encryption key is not visible outside of the AMD Secure Processor. 

AMD Secure Boot authenticates that the OS or hypervisor that is being loaded is same as the 

one intended. AMD Secure Processor loads the on-chip boot ROM to load and authenticate 

the off-chip boot loader. The boot loader, in turn, verifies the BIOS before any code is 

executed. Only after the BIOS is authenticated, the OS boot loader loads the OS or hypervisor. 

 
11  Source: https://www.scan.co.uk/products/amd-epyc-9654p-s-sp5-5nm-zen-4-96-core-192-thread-
24ghz-37ghz-turbo-384mb-360w-cpu-oem 
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New feature in Genoa CPUs is Secure Multi-Key Encryption (SMKE). It enables fast encryption 

for storage-class memory. This enables data stored on Compute Express Link (CXL)12-attached 

memory to remain encrypted across a system reboot. 

AMD Shadow Stack protects against Return Oriented Programming (ROP)13 attacks. It keeps a 

record of all return addresses and compares it against actual addresses returned to ensure 

software code integrity is maintained. 

 

How Enterprises Benefit from AMD Genoa 
 

As enterprises rely on more and more applications and data for their regular operations, the 

datacentres that power them are being tested to their limits, particularly space and power. 

With limited rack space and power supplied to the servers requiring additional power for 

cooling mechanisms, IT departments need to get creative. 

AMD’s focus on not only maximising performance but also performance/watt benefits 

enterprises by lowering both TCA and TCO. Through the reduction of the number of servers 

and energy cost associated to operating them, AMD can help enterprises free their IT budget 

towards more business-oriented projects.  

Enterprises must secure their confidential data from an increasing number and variety of risks 

as they try to disrupt others before they get disrupted. In this conflict, enterprises are at a 

disadvantage as they must defend against all cyberattacks while criminals need to find only one 

weakness. As a result, enterprises are shifting to a multi-layered protection, where compromise 

of one component does not compromise the entire system. 

AMD’s Infinity Guard adds a layer to enterprises’ defence-in-depth strategy. By securing data 

in transit, at rest and in use, it offers Financial Services, Healthcare and Retail sectors additional 

layer of security to the VMs they run. The combination of SEV, SME, and SMKE can ensure 

that even if hypervisor is compromised, the attackers are not able to gain access to the data 

stored within the VMs. Enterprises can enable Secure Boot to validate the integrity of the 

hypervisor that is loaded to reduce surface area of attack even further.  

  

 
12 Compute Express Link (CXL) is an open standard for high-speed, high-capacity central processing unit (CPU)-
to-device and CPU-to-memory connections, designed for high performance data centre computers. - 
Wikipedia 

13 “Return-oriented programming is a computer security exploit technique in which the attacker uses control 
of the call stack to indirectly execute cherry-picked machine instructions or groups of machine instructions 
immediately prior to the return instruction in subroutines within the existing program code, in a way similar to 
the execution of a threaded code interpreter - Wikipedia. 
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Conclusions 
 

 

Figure 12 Server Shipments by CPU Type14 

 

In the past few years, while AMD has gone from strength to strength, Intel has seen its tick-tock 

progression falter, with delayed launch and scrapped products. AMD, on the other hand, has 

increased its market share to nearly 20% - highest in the history of the company. 

Once relegated to enthusiast market, CTOs and CFOs of large enterprises and hyperscalers are 

now very keen on having AMD within their datacentres – former for its performance and 

security advantages and later for its lower CapEx and OpEx. Enterprises planning their next 

server procurement should consider AMD in its decision. Its superlative performance (in 

absolute terms, per-core, and per-watt), multi-layered security providing defence-in-depth 

through Infinity Guard, and the innovative chiplet design makes AMD 4th Gen EPYC with Zen 

4 microarchitecture the CPU of choice for all types of workloads for all types of enterprises.  

  

 
14 Source: Informa Tech (Omdia) 
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